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NOTE FROM FRANÇOIS REBSAMEN
AND THE PROJECT PARTNERS

FRANÇOIS REBSAMEN

Mayor of Dijon, President of Dijon métropole
and former minister
The city won’t become “smart” merely by using sensors!
In this project, we mainly wanted to meet the new needs
and uses of citizens by making public services more
effective and modernising our administrations thanks to
digital tools.
With the OnDijon project, we are building a modern and
inclusive métropole at the service of its citizens.

MARTIN BOUYGUES
CEO of the Bouygues group
Bouygues is proud to support Dijon in this ambitious
adventure, contributing to the international reputation
of the metropolis. Bouygues is the agent of this 100%
French consortium in which we find EDF, Suez and
Capgemini.
The objectives of Dijon’s Smart City are to meet new
needs, offer new uses to citizens through digital and
improve the quality of services to residents. The project
will notably create local jobs and contribute in a more
economical and sustainable city, offering more efficient
public services. A new teaching ecosystem supported
by the group is being set up with the launch of a
university program unique in France, dedicated to the
«Smart City and governance of data» at the University of
Burgundy.

EDF GROUP CHAIRMAN & CEO
« EDF is proud to bring forward its expertise to the
OnDijon project which political vision creates the smart
city of the future: a smart, inclusive and sustainable
metropolis which answers citizens’ needs and meet the
territory’s energy transition challenges.

JEAN-LOUIS CHAUSSADE
CEO of SUEZ
It is a great pride for the Group to contribute to this
major project, a technological showcase that is already
part of the reputation of Dijon Métropole in France and
internationally.
It is strategic for SUEZ, because at the core of its
historical vocation as a service provider to public
authorities, to support local authorities in their
transformation: to be even more environmentally
friendly, more efficient, more dynamic and closer to
citizens.
Because it has become essential to reinvent our
methods of management, production and consumption
to meet the new challenges of cities, all the consortium’s
players are now participating in making Dijon Métropole
a reference in terms of sustainable and smart cities.

JÉRÔME SIMÉON
President of Capgemini France
“We are very proud to be involved in this project that
outlines the city of the future! It is a great demonstration
of the way in which digital improves the lives of citizens
and the efficiency of territories. In fact, the management
platform we have developed allows infrastructure
maintenance savings, guarantees smart and secure
management of energy costs and offers new digital
services to inhabitants. This connected platform
constitutes the backbone of the smart city.
Based on an effective and scalable system, it is a result
of our business expertise - data, digital sensors, Internet
of things, etc-, but also our experience with smart cities
and energy management”.

The Group and its subsidiay Citelum, is particularly
committed in this ambitious and innovative project
which showcases it internationally as a vertuous and
sustainable example with the savings achieved, the
business model provided, the new services designed for
its inhabitants and the economic development that it
enables. »
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ONDIJON: A UNIQUE SMART CITY PROJECT
PUBLIC SPACE MANAGEMENT:
A DRIVER OF THE ONDIJON PROJECT
Dijon métropole devises
the area of the future with
a first-of-its-kind smart
city project in France
which places public
space management
at the heart of the new
services for citizens and
the modernisation of the
public action.
OnDijon is based on the
remote management
from a connected
control centre of all urban equipment (traffic lights,
public lighting, video projection, etc) of the area’s 23
communes.
Thanks to digital data from public infrastructure, this
control room is able to facilitate and better coordinate
interventions from services.
After a year of work, the connected control centre,
at the heart of the OnDijon project, was opened on 11
April 2019.
This important stage in the OnDijon project concretises
the implementation of a smart city in favour of its
citizens.
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ONDIJON: A UNIQUE PROJECT AMONG
FRENCH SMART CITY PROJECTS
The OnDijon project is unique in France on several levels:
• It is the first time a project responds to both road
maintenance problems (obstructions, road works, etc),
efficiency of public space interventions (coordination of
the teams from the different services and vehicles) and
transport.
• The scope of the area in which the smart city project
is deployed is also unique since the OnDijon project
concerns all 23 communes of Dijon métropole and not
just one district or one city.
• OnDijon develops an innovative economic and
financial model by which the savings generated by
the modernisation of public services and equipment,
notably public lighting, are used to finance new digital
services.
• The deployment of the project is exceptional since in a
little over 12 months, between the signing of the contract
with the partner companies and the opening of the
connected control centre, the smart city project is now
operational.

THE CONNECTED CONTROL CENTRE:
THE HEART OF THE ONDIJON PROJECT
THE CONNECTED CONTROL CENTRE:
THE HEART OF THE ONDIJON PROJECT

A SMART CITY PROJECT SHOWCASING THE
FRENCH KNOW-HOW OF THE COMPANIES

The connected control centre, opened on 11 April 2019,
allows:

To create this unique control room, Dijon métropole has
worked with a group of international French companies
having pooled their knowledge and their innovations to
develop this smart city model.

• Simplified and better coordinated interventions
and maintenance work by the city’s services in public
spaces (obstructions, road, green spaces, cleanliness)
• remote management of urban equipment in the
city’s 23 communes (traffic lights, public lighting,
• video surveillance, road services, etc)
• guaranteed safety and security of public spaces:
Crisis management (flood, snow, etc), security of public
buildings (fire, intrusions, access control, etc) video
surveillance and interventions from local police
• organisation of the mobility of inhabitants, by
coordinating modes of transport and travel in the area
• management of almost 630 calls each day received
at the switchboard dedicated to the requests of
inhabitants
The connected control centre replaces the 6 command
posts that existed previously (Security, Municipal Police,
Urban Monitoring, Traffic, City Hall, and Snow) and mostly
only served the city of Dijon.

TEAMS AT THE SERVICE
OF MODERNISING PUBLIC ACTION
Housed in a 1,200m2 space, the control room
comprises 50 people : agents from the community’s
different services and twenty employees from private
companies who, thanks to the OnDijon project, work in a
complementary and transversal manner.
Within the control room:
• telephone support staff who process around 630
calls from inhabitants per day,
• agents from the Information and Operational
Intelligence Centre (CIVO) comprising local police
officers and video operators responsible for the security
of public spaces,
• teams coordinating and managing services in public
spaces, providing remove surveillance of buildings and
supervising connected urban equipment,

Within the group, Bouygues Energies & Services,
the group’s representative, is responsible for
the global management of operations for Dijon
métropole. In operational terms, it carries out the design,
development and maintenance of the connected
control centre and all its IT tools. Its subsidiary Axione,
specialised in digital, manages the deployment and
operation of the high-speed network that will connect
the city’s 23 communes.
Citelum, co-contractor in the project, provides its
public lighting expertise to change the entire fleet
the remotely-managed LED, with the aim being to
achieve a 65% energy saving at the end of the contract
and to divide maintenance costs in 2.The MUSE® multisector platform developed by Citégestion, a subsidiary
of Citelum, is the software base for the centralised
control room. MUSE® allows for the indexing of
equipment, the interaction of stakeholders, the logging
of events in the urban space and the provision of data
from the city’s various services.
In this major public space management project,
SUEZ will bring its expertise as a designer and
integrator of complex urban systems.
This expertise will be illustrated as well in the definition
of the functionalities and the uses for the citizens and
the services of the city, as in the management of project.
Lastly, its operator expertise will ensure the project’s
long-term performance in the long-term operation and
maintenance of the infrastructures concerned.
For the Dijon métropole project, Capgemini has
developed the urban monitoring platform for the
connected control centre which allows a real-time
consolidated view of events occurring in the area and
provides information to help with decision-making to
plan, manage and supervise the connected systems
and the area’s public equipment. This tool has a twofold
aim: to improve operational performance and reduce
energy consumption.

• and finally, for more coherent and more effective
organisation of the public space, the DIVIA team in
charge of transport in the area, which will be set up
autonomously in the connected control centre.
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MODERNISED AND CONNECTED
PUBLIC SERVICES

Thanks to the OnDijon project, the area’s inhabitants
benefit from the connected work carried out by Dijon
métropole in line with the group of partner companies
to make public services more effective thanks to the use
of digital.

CONNECTED AND REMOTELYMANAGED URBAN EQUIPMENT
Urban equipment is connected and managed remotely
from the control room. Service vehicles are geolocated
to better coordinate interventions.
As an example, public lighting can be adapted to the
frequency of passing vehicles measured over a period
or to the use of citizens.
The city’s various services can also access information
concerning the urban heritage of the communes,
effectively plan maintenance services and inform their
partners of the progress of the works.
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Each piece of equipment has an identity sheet, its
geolocation and its history.
The data from the urban equipment is used to gradually
improve the decision-making process to improve the
efficiency of the city’s services.

IN CASE OF FAILURE
OF A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT,
THE AGENTS ARE INFORMED
AND CAN SPEED UP THE
INTERVENTION.
THE TEAMS IN THE FIELD RECEIVE,
ON A DIGITAL TABLET,
A SUMMARY OF THE TASKS TO BE
CARRIED OUT AND SEND
A NOTIFICATION ONCE
THE WORK IS COMPLETE.

MODERNISED AND CONNECTED
PUBLIC SERVICES
MORE EFFECTIVE SERVICES
IN PUBLIC SPACES
From the control room, the teams track the status
and activity of the connected urban equipment for
better management of services on the road.
As an example, they can trigger the lowering of a
retractable bollard for a service or emergency vehicle
to pass through.
Thanks to the geolocation of service vehicles, the
OnDijon staff who coordinate and manage interventions
in the public space send the team closest to the zone
concerned.

AN ADAPTED CRISIS
MANAGEMENT DEVICE
In case of a serious event (flood, serious road accident,
public safety, etc), a crisis cell, based within the control
room, can be activated to effectively coordinate
intervention resources and teams in real time.
Therefore, a crisis room is available and allows Dijon
métropole to make use of a modern and effective tool
for dealing with exceptional events.
IN THE CONTEXT OF
EMERGENCY INTERVENTIONS
ON THE ROAD,
LIGHT-CONTROLLED
CROSSROADS CAN BE SET TO
FLASHING ORANGE TO ALLOW
EMERGENCY VEHICLES TO PASS.

EASIER TRAVEL IN THE AREA
For more coherent and more effective organisation
of the public space, the DIVIA team in charge of all
transport in the area (bus, tram, bicycles, car parks, etc)
will be set up autonomously in the connected control
centre.
Thanks to the coordination of all the services and
equipment and traffic analysis, monitored in real time
from the control room, the inhabitants can travel around
the area more easily.

crossroads fitted with connected traffic lights.
In total, more than 65,000 passengers benefit from a
faster service every day in 2019.

NEW DIGITAL SERVICES
FOR INHABITANTS
From their smartphone, the citizen will soon, via the
specially-developed OnDijon application, be able
to report a problem on the road (defective lighting,
obstructions on the pavement, hole in the road, etc),
manage administrative applications or even optimise
their travel in the area.
To facilitate relations between the administration and
its users, Dijon métropole also provides resources for
modernising public service missions. Modernisation
includes the development of electronic administration
by simplifying administrative processes and deadlines
(dematerialisation of request forms for example).

This project is part of the desire of Dijon métropole to
make the mobility of citizens one of its priorities.
After the implementation of a modern ticketing system
with contactless payment in 2018, the city continued
its policy to modernise the public transport network
with the PRIORIBUS project which automatically gives
priority to the 180 buses on the DIVIA network at the 113
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MODERNISED AND CONNECTED
PUBLIC SERVICES

A PROFOUND CHANGE
TO THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
The development of the OnDijon project includes a
transformation “from the inside” of the organisation of
the community, its decision-making and cooperation
processes.
Although invisible to the citizens, this transformation
allows the strengthening of the public action by
engaging transversal collaborations, between services of
the community, which were previously limited.
By grouping all the command posts in the same place,
Dijon métropole is reorganising its management model
for better cooperation between the different teams.
Today, the agents are sought for interventions and
coordinate to work effectively on the ground.
This easier and more effective collaborations simplify
the work of the agents and services and help them save
time. The information sharing process revolutionises
the coordination of services: agents are now informed
in real time of interventions and planned tasks. Thus
intervention times are optimised and citizens are the first
to benefit.
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Dijon métropole also offers a modern working
environment by fully involving the agents in the
definition and monitoring of transformations while
providing them with effective tools to support the
change.
Dijon métropole also offers a modern working
environment by fully involving the agents in the
definition and monitoring of transformations while
providing them with effective tools to support the
change.
Dijon métropole has chosen to actively involve the
agents and services in the realisation of the project in
order to define the control room functionalities and
processes best adapted to the reality of their daily work.
More than a hundred technical committees
and workshops were carried out with agents
between June 2018 and March 2019 to define both
the development of the control room and urban
equipment but also to prepare transformations of the
service collaboration methods with this digital tool.

OPEN DATA AND DATA GOVERNANCE AT THE HEART OF
THE ONDIJON PROJECT AND PUBLIC SERVICE MISSIONS
BIRTH OF THE FIRST DIGITAL PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
Open data is an approach aiming to make all
information of public interest and that generally useful
to the community accessible. More than ever, this
approach must be at the heart of the public service
missions of local communities.
As a firm believer that data management is central
to local authorities’ new public service missions, Dijon
Métropole implements a proactive open data policy
by providing access to data from public services and
sharing it with the digital world.
This is the first time that an open data and
data governance project on this scale has been
developed in France by a public administrative body.

DATA AT THE SERVICE OF USES
AND CITIZENS
Thanks to anonymised data from urban equipment
(traffic lights, public lighting, road bollards or video
surveillance cameras) as well as public service operators
(transport, energy, water, etc), the area’s evolution
takes place in a new perspective: by reconciling the
development of slow-to-evolve material infrastructures
(buildings, roads, networks, etc) with uses and practices.
Thanks to anonymised data from urban equipment
(traffic lights, public lighting, road bollards or video
surveillance cameras) as well as public service
operators (transport, energy, water, etc), the area’s
evolution takes place in a new perspective: by
reconciling the development of slow-to-evolve
material infrastructures (buildings, roads, networks,
etc) with uses and practices.
The construction of this new governance model
also encourages transparency when it comes
to managing the city and its services (following
requests from citizens, development of a participatory
democracy process, etc)

involvement and intelligence of citizens in local life
(citizen consultations for example) and more direct
access to the elects.

MANAGEMENT OF CITIZENS’ DATA:
A PUBLIC SERVICE MISSION
Through OnDijon, the city facilitates access to digital
data while maintaining its management at all times
to guarantee the inhabitants the protection of their
personal data. Dijon Métropole is the sole and exclusive
owner of the data produced or collected in the context
of the project.
TO GUARANTEE
THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF
THE PERSONAL DATA OF CITIZENS
AND RESPECT FOR THE LAW,
A DIRECT CORRESPONDANT OF
THE CNIL HAS BEEN APPOINTED
WITHIN THE TEAMS.
Through OnDijon, the city facilitates access to digital
data while maintaining its management at all times
to guarantee the inhabitants the protection of their
personal data. Dijon Métropole is the sole and exclusive
owner of the data produced or collected in the context
of the project.
The city of Dijon wanted to use the services of
a competent Data Protection Officer of great
competence, an expert partner, chosen for their
experience in the field and recognised among their
peers.
Through this project, Dijon Métropole will contribute to
the emergence of truly local data governance: with
the local authority facilitating data access via an
open data approach while retaining control over it.

In fact, digital allows the facilitation of the city’s
decision-making processes by providing relevant
operational solutions in favour of citizens.
With OnDijon, the citizens become stakeholders in their
city and public services. They are more specifically
involved by participating in the city’s activity. The reports
concerning inhabitants and the anonymised digital data,
from the urban equipment, reinforces the effectiveness
of the public action and makes it possible to follow the
action of the services.
Access to the data and its use allows both the
development of solutions that favour the collective
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OPEN DATA AND DATA GOVERNANCE AT THE HEART OF
THE ONDIJON PROJECT AND PUBLIC SERVICE MISSIONS
The data governance implemented by Dijon
métropole is translated into specific measures:
• Data security is a major concern, considered from the
design (“ security by design “)
• Personal data is anonymised and the networking of the
geographic areas is broad enough to only allow analysis
of mass uses (and not individual behaviours)
• The data cannot be accessed directly but via
application program interfaces (API) which filter and
secure information
• The provision of open data is always done on a copy,
totally independent of the initial data

The security of the IT facilities and the monitoring
system is based on a number of technical and
organisational measures guaranteeing, at all times,
their availability, confidentiality and integrity.
IN CASE OF HACKING:
THE RISK OF HACKING
IS NEVER ZERO BUT
WE WORK WITH THE BEST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SPECIALISTS TO ANTICIPATE
THIS RISK.

• From a technical point of view, the platform
implemented is structured modularly based on various
software components recognised for their compliance
with standards. To guarantee good control of these
components, the majority are from open source and
are subject to careful selection.
• Security audits are carried out regularly under the
responsibility of the Information Systems Security
Manager (ISSM) and the Data Protection Officer.

THE SECURITY OF THE FACILITIES
AND EQUIPMENT IS GUARANTEED
The security of the facilities and equipment is
guaranteed via:
• a physical security device on the sites, specifically for
the control room,
• the IT security of the facilities to plan for hacking which
could damage the operation of the urban equipment.

IN CASE OF FAILURE
OR MAJOR INCIDENT
IN THE CONTROL ROOM:
IN CASE OF
A SERIOUS ACCIDENT
WHICH WOULD DAMAGE
THE EQUIPMENT
(SITE ATTACK, GENERAL FAILURE,
FLOOR OR FIRE, ETC),
THE CONTINUITY OF
THE SERVICES
AND THE SECURITY OF THE DATA
WILL BE GUARANTEED
BY A FAILOVER ROOM
WHICH WILL BE ABLE TO TAKE OVER
FROM THE CONNECTED CONTROL .
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In addition, the road equipment (traffic lights, public
lighting, etc) remains autonomous and cannot be
extensively controlled remotely. As an example, the
traffic lights are programmed such that an IT failure
cannot allow them to all go green at the same time.

A PROJECT TO CREATE COLLECTIVE VALUE
AND ATTRACTIVENESS FOR THE AREA
DIJON MÉTROPOLE, A UNIQUE AREA
FOR INNOVATION
Dijon métropole develops centres for innovation on
its territory (such as FabLabs and incubators, etc) by
structuring a data sharing platform in accordance with
a desire for openness and creates local excellence in
digital. By sharing digital data from urban equipment
with businesses and schools, the city becomes a real
testing ground for developing the city of tomorrow
thanks to the creation of a future Living Lab.

ONDIJON: A DRIVER OF KNOWLEDGE
ON THE CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL FOR
LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Dijon métropole relies on stakeholders in higher
education and vocational training to prepare the
generations to meet the technological challenges
of tomorrow. The opening of the public data helps
with transparency and offers great opportunities for
all stakeholders in Dijon métropole (citizens, tourists,
researchers, companies, etc).

OPEN DATA: A DRIVER OF INNOVATION
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
With the digital data from the public equipment, Dijon
métropole wants to benefit from this great opportunity
to increase its economic growth and thus become
a leader in digital attractiveness among the French
regional capitals.
The opening of the data stimulates territorial innovation
and creativity for the common good. Thanks to the
OnDijon project which will make it a smart city, Dijon
métropole is an example when it comes to urban open
data. The city will develop and test services linked to
the new uses of the city. To achieve this, the city will
make use of strong skills in data science and artificial
intelligence of local companies who will be in charge of
analysing the data collected.
Some of the economic growth is created thanks to the
use of this digital data which is produced collectively
and individually. Thus the OnDijon project contributes
to the economic dynamism of the area by sharing
access to the data with the world of digital economy.
With its project, Dijon métropole makes use of major
assets to support companies already set up or wanting
to locate to the area.
OnDijon has already created 45 direct long-term
positions and reinvigorate the local economy by
encouraging the creation of new local businesses and
jobs.

Based on the OnDijon project, a unique university
chair in France dedicated to the “Smart City and
data governance” was created in March 2019 at the
University of Burgundy. It must encourage the sharing
of knowledge on “smart cities” and support the
development of a smart city by favouring a better
understanding of the challenges thanks to the common
work of local stakeholders (public groups, companies,
higher education and research establishments, etc).
The creation of this chair is in addition to the launch of
specialised engineering training in IT and digital
from the Industrial Centre for Higher Education
(CESI) in September 2019 and the arrival of two new
engineering schools in Dijon, which will strengthen
training for “smart cities” projects in 2019 and 2020:
• the Special School of Public Works, Building and
Industry (ESTP Paris) with the arrival of 300 students
and the smart city option in the 3rd year in Dijon training
engineers in urban and digital skills in September 2019.
• the School of IT and Electronics Engineering (ESEO)
with the arrival of 700 students and options focused
on data and digital transformation, its components, its
applications and uses in various sectors including “smart
city”, “cyber security”, “connected objects” and “artificial
intelligence” in September 2020.
The OnDijon project is an illustration of the opening of
the city to digital challenges with a view to developing
the city of tomorrow.
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ONDIJON: AN INNOVATIBE ECONOMIC AND CONTRACTUAL
MODEL ABLE TO BE REPRODUCED BY OTHER COMMUNITIES
A GROUP OF INTERNATIONALLYRENOWNED COMPANIES TO DEVELOP
THE CONTROL ROOM

This is not a new investment but rather a renewal of
the urban equipment already included in the budget.

To make the OnDijon project a reality, Dijon métropole
relies on a group of companies comprising Bouygues
Energies & Services (a subsidiary of Bouygues
Construction), the group’s representative, and Citelum
(subsidiary of the EDF group), associated with SUEZ and
Capgemini.

OnDijon results in significant savings thanks to the
optimisation of equipment and services. The most
significant saving is achieved thanks to improved
management of public lighting with the installation of
100% LED lighting. Over 12 years, the project will achieve a
65% energy saving, which is considerable given the size
of the area.

The group of companies is responsible for the
development and 12-year management of the
connected control centre through a public tender for
the design, development, operation and maintenance
of the control room.

A CONTRACT RESULTING IN SAVINGS

This is a performance contract which will allow for the
continuous evaluation of the group based on objective
results criteria:
• 65% energy savings for public lighting,
• Intervention times in public spaces (equipment repair,
security of equipment in case of accident, etc)
• 99% availability of IT systems, etc.
The contract began on 1 February 2018 after a call for
tenders and competitive dialogue over 18 months
between several candidate consortia.

INNOVATIVE LEVERAGE
OF INVESTMENTS
Dijon Métropole is developing innovation places on its
territory (such as FabLab and incubators, ...)
by structuring a data sharing platform alined with
a desire for openness, and creates a local sector of
excellence in digital technology. By sharing digital data
from urban equipment to businesses and schools, the
city becomes a real-life experimentation ground to
develop tomorrow’s metropolis through the creation
of a future Living Lab.

AN INNOVATIVE DRIVER OF
INVESTMENTS

Through this project, Dijon métropole has been able to
develop its unique economic model where a major
transformation project for the area is funded by an
innovative driver of investments for current public
services for managing public spaces and through the
savings made by optimising new urban equipment and
services.

The total project amount is 105 million euros with
53 million euros of investments funded by public
authorities: Dijon Métropole, the City of Dijon, the Region
of Bourgogne Franche-Comté, and the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF).

The savings made through this project (energy savings,
optimisation of equipment and services, etc) funds
the creation of new services for the smart city and
contributes to the development of the digital economy
of Dijon Métropole.

However, these investments are mostly investments
which were already planned by Dijon métropole and
the city of Dijon in the context of the urban equipment
investment and renewal programme (public lighting in
particular, cameras, building security, etc).
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AN EXEMPLARY MODEL FOR
DEVELOPING OTHER SMART CITY
PROJECTS IN FRANCE

Therefore, this model can be very easily transposed
to other cities wanting to develop a smart city project.
Dijon métropole has already made contact with various
communities interested in the unique and reproducible
model it has developed.

WHERE IS THE PROJECT BEING DEPLOYED?
After a year of work, the connected control centre, at
the heart of the OnDijon project, is now in service since
11 April 2019. This important stage in the OnDijon project
concretises the implementation of a smart city at the
service of its citizens.
However, this central and technological equipment
cannot exist without work to transform equipment and
services.

CONTINUOUS AND GRADUAL WORKS
A lot of modernisation and renewal work has been
undertaken since February 2018:
• Connected service vehicles
In 2018-2019, 70 services vehicles are fitted with a
geolocation system and a guidance system for better
coordination of the services of teams on the roads.
• In 2019, 119 service vehicles will be fitted with a
geolocation system which will allow the position of
each vehicle to be tracked in real time and 16 vehicles
will be equipped with a guidance system in addition to
the geolocation. Thanks to the geolocation, the control
room can send the service team closest to the zone in
question. Therefore, all calls received will be handled
from the connected control centre which will result in
better distribution of the service teams.
• Buses equipped with the Prioribus system
All DIVIA buses are equipped with the traffic light priority
system. In total, by September 2019, 180 buses on the
network will be able to automatically trigger the priority
system at light-controlled crossroads on Lianes lines 3 to
7 as well as on the Corol line which goes around Dijon.
• In 2018, Lianes 5 and 7 were equipped with the Prioribus
system. This year, Lianes 3, 4, 6 and Corol will be fitted
with the Prioribus system.
To facilitate travel on the bus network, 33 light-controlled
crossroads were fitted with the Prioribus system in 2018.
In 2019, 80 crossroads are fitted with the Prioribus system.
• Retractable bollards to manage access to the city
centre
To delimit pedestrian routes and manage traffic flows,
the retractable bollards will be replaced with more
modern bollards. Thus they will allow optimised access
control to an area now managed from the control room.
They will also allow better access control to an area
which will be managed from the control room. With a
view to increasing pedestrianised areas, bollards will be
added from 2019.
• Public lighting becomes 100% LED
Lighting points will be gradually fitted with LED bulbs
offering various benefits: power divided by 2 in many
cases, no lighting loss towards the sky or in private
areas, street-by-street adjustment of brightness, few
maintenance operations.

• Based on uses (shops, residential, bypass, etc) and
the occupancy of the road, the power of the lighting
is adjusted during the night. We are talking about a
reduction that may be up to 50% when activity is slow.
In some residential areas, detection systems will be
installed. The street is lit to a minimum level and as soon
as a pedestrian or vehicle passes, a comfortable lighting
level is provided. Dijon métropole aims to achieve 65%
energy savings.
In 2018, 500 lighting points were modernised with
500 planned for 2019. The rate will then be 1,500
bulbs per year.
• A high-speed network to connect the area’s 23
communes and their urban objects
Constituting more than 150 km of fibre optic, the
OnDijon network is deployed throughout the area.
Intended to connect the city’s main urban equipment
(town halls, technical sites, public buildings), it will be
completed in 2020.
And this year, 50 km of fibre has already been
installed.
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WHERE IS THE PROJECT BEING DEPLOYED?
• The electronic information newspapers renewed
In early 2019, the 25 electronic information newspapers
of the city of Dijon are replaced with a more modern
technology. Thanks to a display using icons and text,
users can read the information displayed on the
electronic information newspapers more easily.
• Snow: guidance system
To save time and act more precisely, 50 snow removal
vehicles were fitted with a guidance system in 2018,
which will allow more effective action in the event of
snow. Thanks to the guidance system, snow clearance
vehicles are called and sent to the precise service
locations to facilitate the movement of inhabitants.
• Cleaning vehicles
In 2018, 10 sweepers were equipped with a guidance
system to work more efficiently. In early 2019, forty
cleaning vehicles were equipped with the guidance
system to improve and optimise cleaning rounds.
Thanks to the guidance system, vehicles can access the
service areas more effectively.
• Smart parking
To improve parking accessibility, “quick” delivery or
parking areas in the city centre and fitted between 2019
and 2019 with sensors that measure their occupancy
time and availability in real time. In case of improper
parking, the sensor will inform the local police.
Eventually, data on their availability in real time can
be made available to the general public and delivery
professionals via applications for example.
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• Security of public spaces
Today, the city of Dijon deploys a video surveillance
device consisting of more than 115 cameras that are
viewed and operated by video operators and municipal
police officers attached to the Information and
Operational Intelligence Centres (CIVO). Its development
meets the management and action needs of those
involved in prevention, tranquillity, security and justice.
Video surveillance is becoming stronger as part of the
optimised and connected management of the city and
the management of its public spaces. 269 cameras will
be renewed and 10 installed per year to respond to
problems and concerns regarding quiet and safety. 10
cameras will be installed in 2019.
• Security of public buildings
To ensure the safety of citizens in public buildings, the
fire and intrusion detection systems at the municipal
library and the ice rink have been replaced in recent
months. These detection systems now allow the
very early detection of any outbreak of fire and any
abnormal or suspect activity in the buildings. Thanks
to these new systems, the public buildings are better
protected and secured for citizens.
In 2019, the Vogüe hotel was also fitted with security and
fire detection equipment.

KEY PROJECT FIGURES
KEY PROJECT DATES

KEY PROJECT FIGURES

Mid-2015 :

Initial studies to group the 6 command posts
(Security, Municipal Police, Urban Monitoring,
Traffic, City Hall, and Snow)

1 February 2018 :

A €105 M contract financed by
Dijon Métropole, the City of Dijon,
the Region of Bourgogne Franche-Comté,
and the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF)

Between June and December 2018 :

Renovation of over
34,000
100% LED lighting units

Start of the contract to create the connected control
centre by the consortium of companies managed by
Bouygues Energies & Services and Citelum (EDF Group)
grouping, along with SUEZ and Capgemini.

Works to create the control room

11 April 2019 :

The smart city is launched as the smart control room
begins operations

113 junctions
and 180 buses
fitted with bus priority systems
205 geolocated vehicles
and 130 radio teams
Over 140 km
of fibre-optic cable installed
180 buildings – including 13 renovated
buildings – with safety and security
monitoring and linked
to the control room
65% energy savings
at the end of the contract
Renewal
of 26 access terminal sites
Renewal
of 269 CCTV cameras
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PRESENTATION OF THE COMPANIES

BOUYGUES ÉNERGIES & SERVICES
Bouygues Energies & Services, a subsidiary of Bouygues
Construction, is a key player in energy, digital and
industrial transition. From engineering to development
and operation, Bouygues Energies & Services
deploys customised solutions and services for public
infrastructure (energies, telecomms, transport), buildings
and industry.
In the context of the connected management of
public spaces, Bouygues Energies & Services, the
group’s representative, is responsible for the global
management of operations for Dijon métropole.
In operational terms, Bouygues Energies & Services
carries out the design, development and maintenance
of the connected control centre and all its IT tools. Its
subsidiary Axione, specialised in digital, manages the
deployment and operation of the high-speed network
that will connect the city’s 23 communes.
In addition, Bouygues Energies & Services will contribute
to the emergence of knowledge concerning the smart
city, notably by participating in the “Smart city and data
governance” university chair created in March 2019 at
the University of Burgundy.
Many issues which are at the heart of the Dijon
métropole digital strategy.
Finally, Bouygues Energies & Services implements all its
relevant expertise: smart and multi-functional public
lighting with Citybox®, regulation of road traffic and
priority for buses, urban video projection and safety and
security of public buildings and radiocommunication.
More generally, Bouygues Energies & Services is
committed to developing easy, clever, economical and
sustainable smart cities.
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Bouygues Energies & Services supports communities
and cities of all sizes, in France and worldwide (Paris,
London, Guérande, Grenoble, etc) to respond to the
growing challenges of quality of life, development of
new uses, reduction of the environmental footprint and
cost management. It is positioned as a global project
operator for long-term contracts (PPP, CREM, DSP) with a
high level of performance commitment.
As an example, Bouygues Energies & Services offers its
expertise and innovations to make cities and territories :
• better places to live : 60 000 lighting points managed
by Citybox® in France to optimise public lighting and
provide more services in the city (video surveillance,
sound reinforcement, Wi-Fi, etc)
• more sustainable : 10,000 electric vehicle charging
points deployed in France with its Alizé solution,
• more connected, 24 high and very high-speed public
initiative networks operated by its subsidiary Axione.
Objective : to plan, manage and supervise the
connected systems and the area’s public equipment to
improve operational performance and reduce energy
consumption.
Press contact : Jessica Swiderski
Manager of Media Relations
+33 1 30 60 28 05 - +33 7 61 64 41 60
j.swiderski@bouygues-construction.com

PRESENTATION OF THE COMPANIES

CITELUM, EDF GROUP
Citelum, creator of a world of smart, beautiful and
sustainable lighting.
A subsidiary of the EDF group, Citelum develops its
smart lighting expertise in the road signage, lighting and
connected urban services sectors: video projection,
traffic management, smart parking, electric vehicle
charging, Li-Fi, air quality sensors and the MUSE® digital
service management platform.
Through its range of services, Citelum responds to the
challenges of energy saving, security, transport and
attractiveness of today’s cities and urban communities.
More than 1,000 communities and industries worldwide
have already trusted Citelum including the cities of
Mexico, Santiago in Chile, Copenhagen, Venice, Rome,
Madrid, Barcelona, Nice, Sète, etc.
With 2,5000 employees, in 2018 Citelum achieved
turnover of 318 million Euros with 75% of this being
international.

For this connected management project for public
spaces in Dijon Métropole, Citelum provides its
international experience in centralised management of
urban spaces and will deploy the MUSE® multi-sector
digital platform.
The platform will allow for the coordination of the
management of works and the maintenance of
equipment and new connected services implemented
(lighting, tricolour light signals, access bollards, video
surveillance, etc).
More informations :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHzYNLfDQ3c
www.citelum.fr
Press contact : Céline Musso de Staël
Communication Manager
+33 6 12 49 29 64 - cmussodestael@citelum.fr
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PRESENTATION OF THE COMPANIES

SUEZ, A LONG STANDING EXPERT
IN COMPLEX URBAN SYSTEMS
As a long standing player in resource management
and an urban solution integrator, SUEZ provides its
experience, its knowledge and its innovations to all
city stakeholders so they can build together the city of
tomorrow.
From its beginnings, SUEZ has provided its expertise
to public authorities and has continued to develop
industrial solutions. The water and waste networks the
Group has developed integrate complex variables,
adapt to requirements and pertain to a smart resource
management system, the keystone of an intelligent and
resourceful city. To ensure territories attractiveness and
to meet the expectations of citizens, SUEZ draws on 150
years of expertise in complex urban system projects
based on 3 pillars:
1. Designing urban projects
• Innovative consulting and engineering solutions,
integrating all technical, financial, environmental and
social dimensions
• Support in seeking funding
• Designing sustainable solutions to meet emerging
practices and expectations
2. Implementing innovative solutions
• Deploying solutions for securing together the
resources that are essential for the future of the
territories
• A strong partnership culture (technological, economic,
financial, social and regulatory) that enables to deploy
specific solutions to local issues
3. Operating and maintaining infrastructures
• Day to day support, including management of
Customer/User relationship management
• Guaranteed functioning of infrastructures
• Continuous technical optimization of facilities
By providing support to elected representatives and city
stakeholders, SUEZ aims to take on the challenges of a
city that combines growth, attractiveness and respect
for its inhabitants and the environment.
Achieving this transition is not only a question of
expertise and technology. It also requires to develop
project governance, in order to ensure that projects
are suited to the needs of territories and to maximize
their environmental, economic and social performance
through an approach favoring co-construction with
stakeholders. Armed with this conviction, the Group is
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committed to involving its customers in the creation of
new solutions.
Among those are, for example, VISIO, a 360° monitoring
center dedicated to water or sanitation services
illustrating the Group’s capacity to innovate. These are
real hub combining all the teams, digital tools and
technologies, allowing to control and monitor in real
time, the water or sanitation services within a same
region. Data collection and transmission to the VISIO
teams are carried out in real time thanks to sensors
located on the water networks, plants and smart meters.
Thanks to this information, the teams can monitor
operations every minute, predict the impact of external
events (construction works, pollution, etc.), manage and
analyze technical alarms while ensuring the continuity
and quality of services. As a result, VISIO brings greater
reactivity in planning interventions in the field, as well
as a better performance of equipment and networks
(improved energy efficiency of plants,...)
To date, SUEZ has deployed 13 VISIO centers in France
(including one in Martinique).
About SUEZ
With 90 000 people on the five continents, SUEZ is
a world leader in smart and sustainable resource
management. We provide water and waste
management solutions that enable cities and industries
optimize their resource management and strengthen
their environmental and economic performances, in line
with regulatory standards. To meet increasing demands
to overcome resource quality and scarcity challenges,
SUEZ is fully engaged in the resource revolution. With
the full potential of digital technologies and innovative
solutions, the Group recovers 17 million tons of waste
a year, produces 3.9 million tons of secondary raw
materials and 7 TWh of local renewable energy. It
also secures water resources, delivering wastewater
treatment services to 58 million people and reusing 882
million m3 of wastewater. SUEZ generated total revenues
of 17.3 billion euros in 2018.
Press contact: Isabelle Herrier Naufle
Head of Media Department
+33 6 83 54 89 62 - isabelle.herrier.naufle@suez.com

PRESENTATION OF THE COMPANIES

CAPGEMINI
Capgemini is a global leader in consultancy, IT and
digital transformation services. At the forefront of
innovation, the Group helps its clients to seize the
opportunities presented by the Cloud, digital and
platforms. With 50 years of experience and extensive
expertise in the various business sectors, it helps
companies and organisations to make their plans
a reality, from the definition of their strategy to the
implementation of their operations. For Capgemini,
these are the men and women who give technology its
value. The Group is multicultural and has over 200,000
employees in more than 40 countries. It achieved
turnover of 13.2 billion Euros in 2018.
Capgemini is involved in all business sectors, specifically
in the public sector, by helping administrations,
companies and public agencies as well as large local
communities with strategy and the implementation
of their modernisation plans and projects with an
increasingly significant digital dimension.
Today, digital is part of the daily business of companies
and faster and faster innovation requires a fundamental
change to the economic model for those in the energy,
public services and industry sectors. In this context,
Capgemini not only supports companies with their
digital transformation but also supports cities with their
transition to a sustainable and resilient model.

Europe, North America, Australia and in South-East Asia.
It bears witness to the evolutions and transformations
in these markets and forecasts the major trends for the
future.
For Dijon métropole, Capgemini has developed the
urban monitoring platform for the connected control
centre which allows a real-time consolidated view of
events occurring in the area and provides information to
help with decision-making. Objective : to plan, manage
and supervise the connected systems and the area’s
public equipment to improve operational performance
and reduce energy consumption.
The connected control centre comprises a generic data
collection platform, a multi-domain hypervisor and a
data processing and analysis platform.
Interoperable and scalable, these tools were produced
in a year based on open and reliable solutions. Derived
from the sectoral and technological experience of
Capgemini, they are connected to all equipment and
manage the coordination of all stakeholders in the city.
Press contact
Hélène Delannet
Manager of Press Relations and Analysts
+33 6 81 41 86 95 - helene.delannet@capgemini.com

Each year, Capgemini publishes the World Energy
Markets Observatory (WEMO), a study mainly based on
the analysis of public data combined with Capgemini’s
expertise in the energy sector. The study analyses the
main indicators for the electricity and gas markets in
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With the support of:

PRESS CONTACTS
Guillaume Varinot
+33 7 62 41 39 18
gvarinot@ville-dijon.fr

Hélène Enginger
+33 6 79 83 65 55
henginger@gingerblue.fr

